Ricardo Bressani, one of four Central American students, got a full-ride government scholarship to the University of Michigan and New York, giving her a vision for going to a university. She faced many barriers, not the least of which was learning Kekchi, a Mayan language.

While her Mayan community did not speak English, Bressani started learning Spanish in grade school and English in high school, farming community without a school. Her accounting experience helped her handle the move to John Brown. She later received a scholarship to study English at a language school. Without these English classes, Bressani could not have been considered for the Walton scholarship.

Winning the Youth Ambassador scholarship, Cucul had the opportunity to travel to Washington D.C., Michigan and New York, where she lived with host families and learned about American culture.

Cucul said the Walton experience gave her a vision for going to a university and finding a good job and traveling, though she never expected to come back to the U.S. In 2011, Cucul graduated high school and traveled back to Guatemala. She was volunteering as an English and accounting teacher at the first high school to be built in her community. When she returned after Cucul graduated from high school, she saw the Walton scholarship. She applied to the Youth Ambassador scholarship, the Walton scholarship program for high school seniors.

The SRA is an assessment developed by Gary Oliver, Executive Director of the Student Relationship Education (SRE) program at John Brown University. Students from John Brown take this assessment in the spring of their junior year. The SRA is a series of questions about personal decisions. Students are asked to assign a value to the decision from 1 to 100, where 1 means they refer to homosexuality, but just from a poor response to homosexuality, but also from an oftentimes non-existent response to sexuality in general. Unlike the Christian, Bressani affirms Reed’s understanding of the issue. Oliver said that the decline in commitment to purity could not just come from a poor response to homosexuality, but also from an oftentimes non-existent response to sexuality in general. "Most churches don’t afraid young people a big deal of sex,“ Oliver said. "The only voice that many hear in, “don’t.”"
Students protest for concealed carry on campus

A handful of students participated in a week-long protest to advocate for concealed carry on campus. The protest, initiated by the non-profit organization Students for Concealed Carry on Campus (SCCOC), concerned students wearing empty holsters on campus, in order to create discussion on gun rights.

According to Josh, a junior majoring in business and the SCCOC Student Director for SCC and senior student body president, the protest started major at JBU, the protest was "visibly display the disobedience of students toward the administration." Hankins said the primary purpose of the protest was to create a discussion and raise awareness about concealed carry. There were questions that came up when the protest was first going on campus. Many people worry about the possibility of violence.

"It's really for all students," Josh stated. The protest also means that the students who participate, in their own mind, including campus safety officers. Currently, the only campus safety officer is Richard Scott Warn.

Warn explained that the University management is making sure people are qualified to carry a firearm. "The conversation is not about guns on campus, but about qualification," he said.

In demonstrating a certain level of trust, responsibility and accountability, the University would want to provide individuals to have more than training on firearm. It would be mandated by Arizona House Bill 1717. Although a request to arm another campus safety officer was made, Warn said, "I appreciate the open discussion, but it's a very sensitive subject that comes with a lot of legal ramifications and trade-offs. There's no agenda and it's free to ask questions." Hankins is currently a junior majoring in political science and a Students for Concealed Carry on Campus (SCCOC) organizer. While our main interest is to support the right to carry, our club could appeal to a larger audience because of general firearms enthusiasts, not just those who are students.

The club would not only be open to enroll students, but also try to work with local law enforcement and state legislators to make decisions on legislation. "Even if we can't get full leverage from the state around campus within a certain area around campus, the area that can be beneficial to this campus is in the whole world area within a certain area inside campus," Warn said.

"Having a lot of armed officers within the campus would be beneficial to this campus," he added. "This is an open forum, where many classes with us as students can help and make it more overwhelmingly correct."

She said, "I want to houseeea4f 49234 a lot of me, the most, it would be the more people that you see doing so, they also do some amazing paintings, but they also work really well with each other. It's a lot of fun to talk about, and a variety of other art and music are available." Nora Zimmerman said, "I think it's an important concept of observation and interaction. The oil painting class only has a small color palette, which is found inside the classroom is that are almost invisible to the naked eye."

The gallery will remain open until May 29. Lauren Duschatzker, a senior majoring in religious studies, said, "I really enjoyed the concept of having people from different backgrounds, and looking at the pictures and the videos that are available in the gallery."

"We are in a family of artists," Jennifer Morgan, said. "Each year we have several members and each year we generate new and innovative ideas on how to sell our art."
Ironfinishes7-0inWaco

Duke earns 5th National Title

TARAH THOMAS
Sports Editor

Duke University went on to win the national championship title with coach Mike Krzyzewski, who has been with the university since 1980. The Blue Devils have also advanced to the Final Four two times since Kryzewski started coaching the team.

Winston-Salem State
invited Duke to participate in the national championship tournament after the Blue Devils defeated Wisconsin in the Final Four last year, stunning the National Title. The Duke Blue Devils have been a consistent presence at the national tournament since 2000. This year, they won the national championship title for the second time in school history.

Duke arrived inducted by 14 Division I teams. It was the 20th time in school history that Duke had participated in the national championship tournament.

TARAH THOMAS
Sports Editor

maxbryan@jbu.edu

Duke University was invited to participate in the national championship tournament after the Blue Devils defeated Wisconsin in the Final Four last year, stunning the National Title. The Duke Blue Devils have been a consistent presence at the national tournament since 2000. This year, they won the national championship title for the second time in school history.

Duke arrived inducted by 14 Division I teams. It was the 20th time in school history that Duke had participated in the national championship tournament.
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Secular is not evil

The Bible warms Christians to be in the world, but not of it. But is this really possible? God is going to make us be of the world and Christians acting like they’re above secular work is not what our world needs.

The Threefold Advocate would like to remind our readers that secular work is not evil. In fact, we recommend that inspiration can only be found within works of their fellow Christians. We would like to disagree.

We believe there are two factors that Christians should consider when looking at secular works: 1) the purpose of the work and 2) the works of their fellow Christians. We believe that inspiration can only be found in the world.

First, we urge you not to participate in pranks that will cause major harm. In other words, someone will have to pay for harms caused by your prank, you probably should not do it.

Second, if you have to participate in pranks at your school, please make sure that it does not go too far.

Third, if you have to participate in pranks at your school, please make sure that it does not go too far.

Finally, we encourage you to be open and brave enough to leave the safety of fully Christian work.

This could easily become a stumbling block to our readers or those we want to reach. The Threefold Advocate would like to remind our readers that inspiration can only be found within works of their fellow Christians. We believe that inspiration can only be found in the world.

Pros and cons of commuting

Secular media can be beneficial

You have likely heard about the prank that was pulled prior to spring break. More than one hundred bike seats were shaved and replaced with shaving cream. This prank would have been a comical and delightful experience for some. The Threefold would like to remind the JBU community that inspiration can only be found within works of their fellow Christians. We believe that inspiration can only be found in the world.
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Stop discrimination: let women go topless

LINDSAY DOSON
AD DIRECTOR

The more I talk about this issue, the more I realize that many people don’t understand the points of feminism. I mean, women can vote right? We can own land right? We can go topless in public. Right? Isn’t that a basic right that men have?

I said the ‘right to show their nipples’ and many people don’t understand the point of feminism. I mean, women can vote right? We can own land right? We can go topless in public. Right? Isn’t that a basic right that men have?

A law is about protecting one’s freedom from being discriminated against; however, there are laws that allow the rich and the protection of people of religion when they feel that the government’s position is against their religious liberties. It would be impossible for me to enumerate all of the questions that had not desired the question, “If you own a flower shop and a gay couple, atheist or Hindu, or a couple of new converts, would you be able to refuse service to them?”

Such a law would also be understandable if one did not already exist. We have a law in our constitution granting us the freedom of religion and the ability to practice it as long as it does not come upon the rights of others.

This law is about protecting the freedom of religion from being discriminated against; however, there are laws that allow the rich and the protection of people of religion when they feel that the government’s position is against their religious liberties. It would be impossible for me to enumerate all of the questions that had not desired the question, “If you own a flower shop and a gay couple, atheist or Hindu, or a couple of new converts, would you be able to refuse service to them?”

There would be for girls too. There is a certain amount of time in which we are all able to wear a bikini or less, but that is not to say that we are allowed to wear a bra, to show our breasts, or to let them hang out. There is a certain amount of time in which we are all able to wear a bikini or less, but that is not to say that we are allowed to wear a bra, to show our breasts, or to let them hang out. There is a certain amount of time in which we are all able to wear a bikini or less, but that is not to say that we are allowed to wear a bra, to show our breasts, or to let them hang out.

This law is about protecting the freedom of religion from being discriminated against; however, there are laws that allow the rich and the protection of people of religion when they feel that the government’s position is against their religious liberties. It would be impossible for me to enumerate all of the questions that had not desired the question, “If you own a flower shop and a gay couple, atheist or Hindu, or a couple of new converts, would you be able to refuse service to them?”

The argument against this law is that it opens the door for people to discriminate against, specifically against the LGBT community—except that there is little more that wrong with this whole fascist pickle, isn’t there?

I don’t think that they will be the only ones. Many people—men and women—fail to recognize the right to show their nipples. We can own land right? We can go topless in public. Right? Isn’t that a basic right that men have?

I said the ‘right to show their nipples’ and many people don’t understand the point of feminism. I mean, women can vote right? We can own land right? We can go topless in public. Right? Isn’t that a basic right that men have?

I said the ‘right to show their nipples’ and many people don’t understand the point of feminism. I mean, women can vote right? We can own land right? We can go topless in public. Right? Isn’t that a basic right that men have?

I said the ‘right to show their nipples’ and many people don’t understand the point of feminism. I mean, women can vote right? We can own land right? We can go topless in public. Right? Isn’t that a basic right that men have?

I said the ‘right to show their nipples’ and many people don’t understand the point of feminism. I mean, women can vote right? We can own land right? We can go topless in public. Right? Isn’t that a basic right that men have?

"I would not go to class topless and neither would one of my male counterparts. There is an appropriate time and place for guys to take off their shirts as well."

I'm glad I live in a country that doesn't have one either. If you have been discriminated against, you most likely did not react in kind—you should be protected. Let's share that protection with those who really need it and assure them that their safety and their humanity matter more than what parts of my body are showing.

The real fact that many people say to me when they’re scraping the bottom of the barrel is that “It’s just not the same”. Well, actually, it is. We need feminism to ensure that our rights are the same as everyone else’s.
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The real fact that many people say to me when they’re scraping the bottom of the barrel is that “It’s just not the same”. Well, actually, it is. We need feminism to ensure that our rights are the same as everyone else’s.
You could say that Chip and I had a pretty interesting spring break experience. #chiponatrip #darc #BrightRainIV

The Chippy Bunch! Since it looked like Chip was having so much fun as a floating head, we just had to join him! #JBU #chiponatrip #chiponastick

When Chip goes to the beach, he tends to swim like a fish.... #merman #chiponatrip #jbu #leapstoFlorida

Last night a choir full of Chip Pollards closed out the final concert to the Cathedral Choir’s spring tour! #chiponatrip

So glad I got to end spring break with these amazing ladies! #ChipOnATrip

Carl Anderson & Patton Conroy take #ChipOnATrip to New Mexico. Just another stop along the way. Here we come! #ZionNationalPark and #GrandCanyonNationalPark

Here’s to one of the best weeks with some of the best people there are. From snow to sunshine and from falling to laughing and singing. God sure did show us His beauty in these rockings. #SB2K15 #ChipOnATrip

Rim to River to Rim—One Day #1.5milesleft #19miles #ChipOnATrip #GrandCanyon

Oh! Chip came too! #ChipOnATrip #ColoradoAdventures

Dr. Pollard went on quite the adventure today. I got to show him (and Jordan) all around my favorite city, which I love more every day. #puns #ChipOnATrip #atx

I think Mr. President makes American Gothic look a little more Chipper. #ChipOnATrip #Puns

Chip takes on land. #ChipOnATrip

Cadillac Ranch, a.k.a. “Car Hinge” in Amarillo TX + Annee Hofstra taking #ChipOnaTrip with her masterpiece in the background. #finartistoftheyear

Chip getting his duck on. #duckdynasty #chiponatrip

Chip made quite the journey with us. #ChipOnATrip #chiponaship

Chip made quite the journey with us. #ChipOnATrip #chiponaship

Chip made quite the journey with us. #ChipOnATrip #chiponaship

Thanks for coming to the wedding and making our day even more special!! #chiponatrip

Chip took a trip to Nairobi, Africa to an Elephant Orphanage. There he met 28 baby elephants who were made orphans by poachers.
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LIFESTYLES

#ChipOnATrip

by BECCA VERHOEVEN, Lifestyles Editor

John Brown University students had the opportunity to take a cutout of President Pollard with them on their spring break excursions. The University communication department spent hours cutting out the President’s face and pasting it on popsicle sticks as a way for students to get more involved and also for University publicity.

With the President’s face-on-a-stick in tow, students traveled across the state, country, and world, capturing snapshots of “Chip on a Trip.” Nearly 300 photos were submitted via social media websites using the hashtag #ChipOnATrip.

Visit the John Brown University Facebook page for view and vote for your favorite “Chip on a Trip” pictures. The photo with the most “likes” will win a $100 Visa gift card. Voting ends Wednesday, April 15th at 12 pm.

All photos courtesy of John Brown University’s Facebook page.
“As a major, it’s traditionally a field that doesn’t have a strong interest with female students, but I think that there may be some interest in changing that, which is really great to see.”

—James Cooke

**New chef strives for intentional relationships**

ELISE FARRELL
Staff Writer
farellm@jbu.edu

There are many hands involved to keep the John Brown University Kresge Dining Hall running smoothly each day. According to JBU Facts, there are approximately 300 staff members who work on campus and are all here to provide an enjoyable dining experience. Adding in faculty and community members, there are several areas involved with the dining hall. Whether you are a student working in the kitchen, a current co-worker, or an employee or a student who is around, you are always outnumbered in the kitchen too much,” said James Cooke, a chef for Aramark.

“I was a busboy at a big restaurant in the kitchen since I was 14. Becker began his journey as an associate chef to take on. I’ve been in the kitchen ever since.”

“Becker not only enjoys the relationships he has built with various students, but also looks forward to establishing intentional relationships with both students and his co-workers. Sharon Loe, who is the Catering Supervisor for CDS, says that Becker truly shows a strong and passionate work ethic in all areas of his career. “The way that he gets to people he is around,” said Loe. “Whether you are an employee or a student coming through the line, he has a smile and a joke for the people he comes in contact with.”

By establishing this type of demeanor early in his career, Becker has made an impression on many of his past and current co-workers. Ultimately, Becker wants students to know that he aspires to make the dining experience the best that it can be for every student. He also has offered patients in the hospital a chance to go network and try to encourage each other that they are not alone. In light of this...
Whenever you go to class, have friends check the classroom and buildings for you before you go in and before you leave.

Being a creeper – if you are going after someone, find out where their classes are, where they live and what they look like. Don’t rely too much on Facebook – use Eaglenet.

Scout your target out in the cafeteria and then follow them out – avoid being hit.

Tell your friends who aren’t playing who your target is, and they can help you find them.

Take extremely unpredictable routes to places.

Only ask for information on your target from people you can trust.

Don’t let it take over your life!

“I skipped 3 classes in order to get more kills. And it probably wasn’t worth it!”

Always have your gun in your hand when in a vulnerable place.

Always be ready to run fast.